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Certified Legal Investigators Program NALI Advanced Forensic Civil Investigations: Paul J. Ciolino, Grace Elting Ciolino, CLI and Grace Elting Castle are the editors of Advanced Forensic Civil Investigations. They have drawn on the expertise of the nation's leading civil case investigators. The book covers the history and development of forensic civil investigations, including the role of digital evidence in civil litigation.

Grace Elting Castle is the author of Advanced Forensic Civil Investigations. She has been a Certified Legal Investigator® for 25 years and has been involved in over 1,000 civil investigations. In creating Advanced Forensic Civil Investigations, she has drawn on the expertise of the nation's leading civil case investigators. Each chapter focuses on a different aspect of forensic civil investigations, such as the role of the investigator, the use of digital evidence, and the legal considerations involved.

Edward R. Kirby is the editor of the book and has also contributed chapters. His experience includes serving as a federal prosecutor and as a trial attorney in civil and criminal cases.

The book is published by Lawyers & Judges Publishing Company and is available on Amazon.com. It is used by civil investigators, attorneys, and corporate investigators as a reference and training tool.